Let’s Talk About...

Delivery for Webster!

Use these questions to help children discuss and understand Webster’s actions in the e-book Delivery for Webster.

1. Why did Webster click on the pop-up?
   Webster clicked on the pop-up because it looked fun and exciting. That is how pop-ups catch your attention. If you see a pop-up that looks interesting and you want to click on it, you should tell me or another trusted adult first.

2. What kind of information did Webster type into the game website?
   Webster typed in his name and address. Both of these things are personal information. Personal information includes facts about you, such as your name, where you live, your telephone number, and where you go to school. These are important facts about you, so you shouldn’t share them with just anyone!

3. What should Webster have done before sharing his personal information?
   Webster should have asked his trusted adult, Clicky, before sharing his personal information. Clicky would have been able to see that the pop-up was a trick. It promised Webster a new game, but instead he got a lot of junk!

4. What are some things that you can do if you see a pop-up while on the computer?
   If the pop-up doesn’t make you feel uncomfortable or block the screen, you can ignore it. You can also click the “X” in the corner of the pop-up to make it go away. If a pop-up confuses you or shows you something that you don’t like, make sure to come and tell me.

5. Is it always bad to share your personal information?
   It is not always bad to share your personal information. Some sites that have games, contests, and activities for kids ask for your personal information. If you come across a site like this, you should tell me or another trusted adult. A trusted adult will be able to tell if the site is safe for kids or a bad site to be avoided.

Internet Safety Rule Spotlight
I will ask my trusted adult before sharing information like my name, address, and phone number.
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